Our Climbing Adventures
1st Day:
we learned all the terms
and how to belay and tie a
Knot.

(we are already so dirty I'm
scared for what we will look
like in a few days)

New Friends!!
2nd day

Today our drive was a bit bumpy. Instead of doing the normal path, we went on a dirt one that passed as an Indiana Jones roller coaster. Everybody got to climb today and some even made it to the top. Half of our group also saw a lizard while the other half saw a gopher snake and an osprey with a fish in its mouth. Overall it was a fun day (despite the heat) however we are all tired and worn out now. So

Goodnight

By: Mai
Today we went climbing until 4:30 pm. We learn techniques for climbing. It was fun. Today I'm tired and so are you ladies, so let's get some sleep.
5th Day.

Today was our last day of Rock Climbing we all Rocked it!! I'm very proud of us all. We also got to play our selves was a little scary but fun at the end! We also were in the shade all day which was great & we didn't have to chase the shade all day! Not going to lie I love Rock Climbing but I'm ready to start river rafting! We have 3 more days till we go home I got to talk all about it! Miss Bree
6th Day!

Today we went river rafting! The first thing we did was move campsites. Then once we arrived we met up with our river rafting guides. In the first raft there was Brec, Mai, Sarah, and Lucy. Then in Raft 2 there was me, Catherine, Katelyn, and Vanessa. It was a blast. Filled with bumps and twists. We have never been more excited to wake up early!

So goodnight girls, get some sleep.

-Cameron Cook
8th Day!

Today was our last day of rafting. It's bitter sweet. We all have had an awesome time here but we are also very excited to see our families. Times flew by and I am not wait to see what these amazing girls will become. So many picture perfect moments we have shared together it will be sad to see them as just memories. It has been such a blessing to be here. And for the last time good night, ladies I hope you get some sleep.

-Cameron Moore